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The game launches, without a problem, even from a DVD.. Please tell me if the ISO was in the 'Drive'
folder or in the 'C:'. Setup. datapack to load the DVD to disk prior to launching the game.»» I
FALLCLEFT from the Clouds of Heaven! I FALLCLEFT from the Clouds of Heaven! Last night I had
to give birth. At 38 weeks I was supposed to go to the hospital. My water broke at 11:30pm and the
baby began at 11:35pm. I had 6 hours to get my toddler ready and get to the hospital and back. I am
still so in shock. I have never been more terrified. But I pushed until I was a yard away from the
doctor I was due to see! Then, I sat on the bathroom floor in my son's room, two hours after his
birth, as the baby began to punch a hole through his insides. He has a hole on his head where I
delivered his feet. He has tubes up and down his entire belly from having to be resuscitated. He
cannot bond with his brother, who is still in the NICU. He needs a few more days to mend and
thrive. As I sit here holding my baby, I can't help but be so blessed. He is sleeping the sleep of the
angels. Right now, I just want to hold my baby, stop crying, and breathe. I am celebrating life in the
most traditional sense. As I lay here holding my newborn, I feel like it is a miracle that he is here and
with me. I feel like he is my angel! And I don't want him to leave ever! So here we are...my husband
and I. I cry out for my mommy, and just hope that life has a way of taking my worst fears and
spinning them into real circumstances. I am living proof that miracles can and do happen, even
though nobody believes it.Q: Comparing columns based on a condition I have a table that has two
columns (name & description). Now, i need to compare the value of name column and delete those
entries from the table that matches the values in description column. Eg, in database name column
value is "abc" and description column has some text "aaa". I need to delete all the rows which have
"aaa" in description column and also delete all the rows that have text "abc" in description column I
am
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